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A MESSAGE FROM VERSO PAPER CORP.

Verso has a sustainability advantage that most other manufacturers do not: our business is literally rooted in the forest. We depend on

healthy forests for a renewable supply of wood fiber to make our paper, and forests depend on us, too. Paper is an environmentally

responsible choice when procured and manufactured responsibly. In today’s environmentally conscious marketplace, the demand for

sustainable paper products provides a strong financial incentive for landowners to hold onto their forested acreage and manage it responsibly

rather than selling it off for development — the number one cause of deforestation in the United States. Thanks, in part, to companies

like Verso that promote sustainable forestry management, the amount of U.S. forestland has remained essentially the same for the last

100 years at about 750 million acres, even though the U.S. population tripled during the same period (USDA Forest Service). 

Renowned 20th century architect and naturalist Frank Lloyd Wright once said,
“The best friend on earth of man is a tree. When we use the tree respectfully and
economically, we have one of the greatest resources on earth.”

TURN TO VERSO FOR SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP 
Our steadfast reliance on our founding principles, our multi-

generational, state-of-the-art expertise and our passion for

doing what’s right combine to deliver results that demonstrate

our company’s long-standing reputation as a trustworthy and

reliable business partner, a responsible environmental steward

and a good neighbor.

TURN TO VERSO FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS
Verso specializes in high-quality papers that require less fiber,

water, chemicals and energy to produce, but maintain the

same high level of quality and performance demanded by our

customers. Our industry leading portfolio of sustainably manu-

factured coated, uncoated and label and release papers, from

our aspect™ line of label and release papers to our industry-

leading #3 influence® grade, are known for their exceptional

optical properties and reliable performance. 

ROOTED IN THE FOREST

2012 VERSO SUSTAINABILITY STATISTICS

For high quality, sustainably 

manufactured products, 

turn to us. To view paper

specifications, order product

samples, and view our 

2012 Sustainability Report…

CONTACT: 

versopaper.com
verso247@versopaper.com
1.800.258.8852
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50TH ANNIVERSARY

BY GORDON KAYE

THIS REPORT REPRESENTS THE 50TH TIME GDUSA HAS 

CONDUCTED A READER SURVEY ABOUT PRINT DESIGN.

Generally, we get into the weeds, which is to say the we’re asking lots of detailed questions — and trying to provide

detailed analysis — about print buying, paper specifying, and the like. On this anniversary milestone, our survey,

appropriately we think, reached for broad strokes and blue skies: to what degree are professional graphic designers

working in print; how do you feel about print and paper; do you see print evolving with the times; and what role will

print and paper have in the future of graphic communications in 5, 10 or even 50 years. As has been the spirit of our

50th anniversary series of features, we mostly stand back and let your comments, gleaned from 10,000 surveys,

speak for themselves. The message, however, is clear: humans like to touch and print is the ultimate tangible medium.

On that basis alone, the present of print is meaningful and the future promising.

PRINT DESIGN SURVEY

We all know that print is no longer the superstar of the design business. And the sexy projects we all hear about tend to

involve motion or social media. But what the casual observer may not know is that print remains crucial to how most working

designers make a living. Indeed, 93% of GDUSA readers still work in print as part of their mix and spent three-quarters of

their time doing so. Online design is a strong second place, as one would expect, but third place is taken by the print-related

areas of p-o-p and package design. Other key statistics follow, all of which suggest high levels of interest, activity and

responsibility around print design and production.

Humans Are Designed 
To Touch and Feel

93% OF GDUSA READERS STILL WORK IN PRINT AS PART OF THEIR

MIX AND SPENT THREE-QUARTERS OF THEIR TIME DOING SO.

HOW MUCH OF YOUR WORK INVOLVES PRINT DESIGN?



Print will always have a place in graphic communications. Web
and social media is an ever flowing river and always changing.
When you want to make something that will last, that will make
a statement, you work with print. People relate to the tangible
and intangible in different ways. There is a beauty in print that
can not be replicated online.

MARIA BLACK Graphic Designer, MJB Design

Print will always be important. As a Gen X/Gen Y “cusper” I
have appreciation for social media, but I deeply cherish quality
printed pieces. I literally judge a book by its cover — being
drawn to printed pieces featuring deliberate paper choices. I am
enveloped in the feel and characteristics of the paper.

ELIZABETH GRISWOLD
Graphic Design Director, MSA Architects

Print is still central to design. It is still the touchstone from
which interactive and web design departs. It grounds the web
work because it is not just tangible — it is still more mobile
than web work. While print’s share of market had diminished as
other forms of expression have proliferated, all other media are
still its progeny. 

DAVID HENRY  Designer, Onay-Henry Design

Print continues to have an important place in graphic communi-
cations. The trick today is how to incorporate print and digital
media together into a larger, cohesive brand experience.

KIM DOW  Owner, Kalico Design

I have been hearing that “print is dead” for over twenty years!
In my opinion print is alive and well. We have the professional
and personal need for both mediums. Touch, image and copy
performance, along with permanence, are the powerful qualities
that print provides. 

ROBERT TALARCZYK  CEO/Creative Director, Darkhorse Design

Print is growing in importance rather than declining. As digital
media proliferates, tactile, printed communications may not always
be in the moment, but project a lasting, substantial meaning to
messages and leave meaningful impressions more than ever.

FRANCIS SHIMANDLE
Owner/Creative Director, Shimandle Marketing and Design

Online shelf life is not as lasting as print. Whether you like it or
not, the online file goes to oblivion and is forgotten once it is
saved to a folder.The traditional strength of print — touch and
fell — is always there.

ANDY EUGENIO  
Solutions Specialist Advisor,, FedEx Sales Programs & Events

In some ways, print has become more meaningful because it is
more rare. A direct mail piece can actually get more traction than
an HTML email because there is less clutter surrounding it. That
being said, print without value to the receiver is seen as wasteful.
Care must be taken to make sure any printed piece is worth it.

WENDY RUYLE  Co-Owner, 5 by 5 Design

Print is an important medium yesterday, today and tomorrow. In
our professional life print has diminished some, but I still love
to produce books for people to enjoy for poetry, photography and
artwork. I own all the digital devices and am a geek about tech-
nology, but nothing will ever replace the enjoyment of sitting down
and paging through a coffee table book of photography or artwork.

TIMOTHY CORY  VP Creative Director, TeamDetroit

Print is still very much “in your face,” more so than its digital
counterparts. With things like posters, brochures, magazines,
invitations, catalogs, books and business cards, the tactile aspect
of the paper and the printing techniques definitely play an
important role in the overall experience of the viewer. The impact
is completely different, more visceral. I dare say that the printed
word still carries more weight than the digital one.

KEN SPRINGER  
Graphic Designer, Road Scholar

Printed communications are still relevant and effective. Books
and newspapers have made a successful transition to digital for-
mats, but nothing beats a current issue of a magazine in hand.
And while digital media may delight the eyes with color and
motion, beautifully-crafted pieces designed for personal contact,
like a formal invitation, event poster, restaurant menu or product
packaging, impact the viewer in tactile, intimate ways that are
impossible to achieve through a video screen. As freelance
graphic designer, I’ve seen no decline in projects that require
printed materials. My clients still demand brochures, reports,
and posters as part of their communication efforts.

LUKE DURAN  Owner, Element L Design
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FAVORITE FONTS 
FOR PRINT DESIGN

Designers feel strongly and positively about print, thanks for asking. 

Designers value print for its classic strengths and how these can be effectively leveraged to convey a message or a feeling.
Foremost among those strengths in an increasing virtual communications world is touch — the promise of the tangible,
sensual, physical, real. Other practical attributes that continue to matter: permanence, portability, convenience, accessibility. 

Print works, in the view of most of our readers, because it creates a human connection
missing from the ephemeral and desensitizing media world of digital communications.
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HOW DO DESIGNERS FEEL ABOUT PRINT?

Print’s tactile quality is even more meaningful today than in
times past. Because web-based media and communication are
so popular, print when done well really stands out dramatically.
I once heard the quote, “Print won’t be out of style until there's
a computer in every bathroom.” We’ve gone even further
where we have a computer in our pocket nearly all the time,
and print is still not dead. Safe to say it’s here to stay, but
always evolving for sure.

JENN DAVID CONNOLLY
Founder & Creative Director, Jenn David Design

Print is not going away. It's still a vital part of any communica-
tions program. Technological changes continue to occur at an
increasingly rapid rate, forcing communications professionals
to adapt or die, but overreacting is a mistake.

CHRIS GORMAN  
President, Chris Gorman Associates

Although many clients balk at the high costs of printed pieces
versus an online presence, I always point out the benefits of
a printed piece. A well designed, beautifully printed piece has
an impact and permanence that cannot be achieved online.
Print can be very classy and in this age of web, web, everything
web, the rare printed piece really stands out. 

DONNA CALCAVECCHIO  
Graphic Designer, DMC Design

Until we're only Avatars in an electronic 

medium, people will need to touch, feel, 

see and engage with print in the world.
SAM HETZEL  
Graphic Designer, Self Employed

Interactive media cannot replace the tactile element of a
well-designed and produced promotional piece. While the
piece itself may not produce an immediate response, it can
serve as a reminder when the time comes for a purchase or
other action.

EDWARD KNIGHT
President, Communications Art & Design

Print still has an important place in graphic communications!
I had a conference this year that my marketing person refused
to use anything but Facebook and email to advertise the con-
ference. Needless to say, our registration numbers were down
my 85%. Within a week of putting out print ads, posters and
brochures along with our online marketing,our registration
numbers surpassed the previous year registration numbers.
Just goes to show, the printed piece is still a powerful tool
and always will be.

PHYL S. KABINS
Designer, University of Arizona College of Nursing
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HOW DO DESIGNERS FEEL ABOUT PRINT?

As a support piece or leading design element, print is, and
should be, an important part of any marketing mix. I love watching
designs test the boundaries of paper and post to engage respon-
ders and set the tone for a message.

AMY JACKSON  Creative Services Manager, RamQuest

Print is and will always be important. I’m so happy to see letter-
press making a comeback. Hand rendered typography is exploding.
Informational graphics are everywhere! Technology will always
be advancing but it is nice to know that there are those who appre-
ciate the feel of ink on paper. The feel of an embossed image.
Color as reality not just on a screen. And packaging ... look
around... where in your life does packaging not have an impact?

KERRY GONZALEZ
Associate Professor, Salt Lake Community College

With all of print’s strengths, do not forget ultimate portability.
You can take print virtually anywhere and it will function beauti-
fully, as designed.

JEFF SMITH  Co-Creative Director, Smith/Walker Design

As we are inundated with digital media, printed pieces become
more rare and that simple fact helps them stand out, provided
that the piece has relevance or an interesting story to tell. As
humans, we still like to touch, feel and smell tangible things.

LUCINDA MOORE
Graphic Communicator Moore Design

Print is our life blood. More and more of our clients have main-
tained a printed promotional piece along with electronic. There
printed promotional items stick around. Whereas the digital, in
todays information overload world, get deleted to make room for
more information.

MARY SCHILL  Art Director/Owner, Forte Design

I start with print in mind, then adapt the print work for online
distribution. So, yes, print still has an important place in graphic
communications, at least for me.

WES FLEMING  Editor, BMW

I do not understand why print is being put out to pasture. Of
course print is important — who doesn’t like to be able to touch
and hold something of beauty or an example of exciting design,
up close and personal? Not everything needs to be electronic based.

DAVID ANTONUCCIO
Owner/ Creative Designer, David Antonuccio Design

Interactive media cannot replace the tactile element of a well-
designed and produced promotional piece. While the piece itself
may not produce an immediate response, it can serve as a
reminder when the time comes for a purchase or other action.

EDWARD KNIGHT  President, Communications Art & Design

Most of social media and web content has its roots in print. The
big stuff, the important stuff, the more permanent projects are
usually created for print, but then redesigned and repurposed to
suit a myriad of channels.

AMIE SCHILSON  Art Director, Reliv

Yes, there is nothing as tangible and as appealing to all the senses
as print. It’s always tempting to keep a particularly attractive print
sample to admire over time.

MARTIN G. LOPEZ  Graphic Designer, Martin G Lopez Design

Yes, print still has a place in our business. Yes, print has a place
in my personal life, too. Yes, traditional strengths are still a
requirement with most projects.

MARLON SHARPE  Principal Graphic Designer, Amtrak

Yes, print still has a critical role in graphic communications - on
a professional and personal level. Humans are designed to touch
and feel. We need the tactile qualities of print!

MARY KEOUGH  Art Director, Immaculata Academy

In many ways, print cuts through the clutter, making a stronger
impact than online design solutions. Print should remain part of
an overall marketing or design strategy. For example, I attend a
lot of business networking events. The printed business card
remains the number one vehicle for making business introductions
and passing along contact information. Generally speaking, print
is shifting its role, but it’s sticking around.

ALVALYN LUNDGREN  Owner, Alvalyn Creative

Print is still strong and especially needed for informational pieces.
For example, could you imagine shopping for a hot tub and you
ask for a brochure on a couple models and they tell you that
you must go online to research the models? They would lose
my business for sure. I personally still like to hold an actual
piece in my hand whether it is a brochure for a product, direct
mail or a catalog.

KELLY MASELLA  Owner, Vibe Graphix

Touch and permanence are still important to my more sophisti-
cated clients. Unfortunately, for the majority of my clients, cost is
a major concern and print media is becoming more of a luxury.
Digital is more of the standard.

SUSAN KELLEY
Creative Director, kelley|fortuno marketing design

Everything print has ever been in communication is, in my opinion,
as relevant today as ever. Done well, and on point, it can still be
a dramatically effective means of delivering important ideas to
critical audiences.

DAVID HLEBCAR
Owner/Creative Director, FBN Strategic Creative Services

Print is important, but not as important as it used to be. It can't
deliver dynamic content like the web.

MATT DIRKX  Creative Director, Matt Dirkx Design

Print still has an important role in business communications.
And thank goodness for that as I am primarily a print designer.
Right now I am working on a direct mail post card campaign and
a custom 9 x 12" Tyvec envelope. Clients still need compelling
materials to hand out or send to customers.

ROBYN BROOKS  Owner, Brooks Design

I feel print is growing in importance. Online marketing is becoming
as annoying as direct mail once was. People are unsubscribing
and blocking out online marketing, so that leaves us with the
challenge of how to interact and get our message across to our
markets. A lot depends on the target market age and gender.
When I print, the paper feel and finish always comes into play,
within the context of the client’s budget.

LINDA PARKS  Principle, The Parks Group

With mobile devices in almost every hand print, has a much
smaller roll today compared to 40 years ago. The days of the large
“Life Magazine” are in the past. I do not think print will ever
die, but when most want to see what just happened right now, it
is hard to compete.

DAVID LEDREW  Art Director, PhotoZig

I care about print. Very much so. Not sure if clients care about
quality of paper as much as how much they can save on their
invoice, so I take it upon myself to provide the highest possible
quality at the same time limiting the customers options to such
items rather than producing low end media.

RANDY BRAUNSTEIN  Creative Manager, IM Graphics

There will always be a need for print. I design a lot of political direct
mail that can reach many more than just online. I believe that a
printed piece can touch all the senses not just visually like digital.

STEVE OATMEYER  
Owner/Creative Director, Steve Oatmeyer Design 

Printed material have a more personal touch/feeling than digital
material it’s like if a part of yourself is impregnated in every
printed piece.

DANIEL FERLA  Graphic Designer, Agility Printing 

Print is still a valid venue for design. In many instances, holding
a product in your hands, employing the sense of touch is integral
to the visual statement. Not all design products translate well to
online format; this small percentage of output hopefully will be
around for a long future.

JOSEPH PILIERO  Art Director, Arterium Design

Print is more impactful. It demands more attention than an online
communication, which can simply be deleted. The hands-on
aspect involves more of your senses and appeals more to those
that are more visual and tactile. Print is more attractive and
incorporates more textures.

CAROL WLUDYKA
Corporate Training Specialist, Wakefern Food Corporation

Print definitely still plays a very important role in graphics commu-
nications. These days, our email is overrun by endless amounts
of targeted email campaigns by all our favorite brands. With the
cost of printing a direct mail piece more expensive than email,
this leaves a once flooded mailbox begging for a customized mail
piece that will spark an interest in consumers.

STACY LIZZO  Creative Services Manager, Integra

Print absolutely is still relevant. It’s a way to stand out. Our agency
is creating a series of books we use for promotion and they are
very well received. It’s the one place we can design something
and present it as we intended — people can't increase the font
size or pinch the screen to zoom in or change the “window” so
the layout reflows.

JEFFREY RINGER  President, Creative Sheriff, Arengee

Many are surprised when I tell them what I do. Print? they ask.
Who does print anymore? All my non-profits do. All my small
businesses do. That’s who! It’s still important to have a permanent
reference instead of heading back to the Web to find a page you
wanted to read again. And you can't hand out web pages at
trade shows.

CONSTANCE TUCKER  Owner, Star Design

It is a digital age, but print still has a foothold in graphic com-
munication. I still produce a high percentage of print materials
from ads to billboards and signs. Many now are both print and
digital: a print flyer will also be emailed. I have seen a decline in
significant print materials such as annual reports. Most of the print
I work on is point of purchase or direct mail.

TOM HANNES  Creative Director, Hannes Design

In daily interoffice communications I can see how print may no
longer be the best way to communicate. But when it comes to
magazines, direct mail and invitations, print quality is still very
important. Who doesn’t love receiving a beautiful formal invita-
tion with folds, die-cuts and embossment? It’s the first peek at
the event’s theme.

VANESSA COHEN  
Graphic Design Manager, Medi-Weightloss™

Print will always have an important place in graphic communi-
cation and design. I hear from people all the time—and I
agree—that there is nothing that can truly replace the feel and
experience of handling a printed piece.

KATIE HARLEY  Print Production Assistant, McMurry/TMG 
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Print has gotten its wake up call and is fast evolving to
adapt to its new environment. Designers and printers are
taking increased advantage of new technologies to custom -
ize, personalize, sharpen, target, interact and integrate. New
print tools include expanding printing press capabilities,
variable data printing, interactive components such as
QR Codes and PURLs, software and services for extending
print into digital documents, and more. Indeed, the vast
majority of designers say they are incorporating these com-
ponents in selected projects. And speaking of environment,
another area where print is evolving and adapting to market
demands is in the area of sustainability: most designers
recognize that papermakers and print providers have made
great strides in introducing green processes and products.
It is all part of “Smart Print” or “Print 2.0” — shorthand
for a bundle of innovations helping to keep the medium
relevant, responsive, exciting, affordable and green.

Print is becoming more practical and accessible with the advances
in things like digital printing, short runs and integration with
web-based communication via QR codes, as well as to supplement
and reinforce web-based communication.

JENN DAVID CONNOLLY
Founder & Creative Director, Jenn David Design

Print is being redefined. It is getting a new meaning. Now the
print piece can be extended and have a life in the digital world
so it is not just a print piece anymore, it is the beginning of a
story, or part of a story. The smart thing to do is not just eliminate
traditional ways of communication, but to find new ways of using
the old/traditional to make a better communication altogether.

MARY LUZ MANCHADO-SEIL
Senior Art Director, The Bravo Group

Print is not only getting smarter, but more accessible. I have
clients that could never have touched color printing for whom it
is now routine. The key is creative and appropriate use of these
tools... In addition, the print industry has become a leader in
making things cleaner and more efficient, both in response to
regulation and in their own self interest. They recognized that it
was cheaper and safer to be clean. The paper industry has been
slower, but has come a very long way in the past few years,
largely due to consumer demand. The real myth is that not
using print is greener. The whole footprint has to be examined.

ROSANNE GIBEL  Designer, Rosanne Gibel Graphic Design

QR codes are fun and informative. Digital printing is coming up
fast as a really cost effective way to do interesting creative
things with raised lettering/art elements. Digital has always been
the way to go for short runs and a great way for a low-budget
project to get full color.

ANDREA M. OWSINEK BRUCKER  Owner/President, Anne Ink
Print IS smarter. With the invention of the computer mixed with

digital printing capabilities, one of a kind printing can affordably
hone in on a targeted customer or audience. In the past, one
would have to print millions of printed pieces, mail them to a wide
area, and hope that the targeted customer would read their mes-
sage. Today we know who our customers are by name and profile.
All we need to do is customize our message to their profile and
send it directly to them via mail, email, smartphone, etc.

THEO CAMUT  Art Director, Polyconcept North America

Print is getting smarter and has a dynamic that evolves with the
needs of our society and times. Look at what and how we print in
comparison to 20-years ago. Our targeting can be more specific,
our products a larger format, our strategies more multiplying, and
our message more personal. The future of print and paper in the
mix for designers will depend on the innovations of these indus-
tries. I believe there will always be a need of print, but how,
and to what degree, will be determined by what the designer is
given to work with. 

GLENN HAUGH
Graphic Designer, Haugh of Haw Design & Prepress

Print is getting greener and cleaner. It is a slow process. A huge
and responsible task, that will take more time. Thanks to the
advocacy of the print industry's leaders notable progress has
been made. More consumer education is needed and hopefully
other industries will actively join in their example.

STAN FINE  Creative Director, Fine Design

Print is definitely getting smarter. QR codes are already viewed
as a thing of the past but the technology can be the start of
something better in the future. The integration of specialty inks,
varnishes, and glosses really take print to an entirely different
dimension. Sometimes it's the small details that make print
memorable and stand above the rest. Also, print is getting
greener. The best part about this is that you aren't able to visibly
tell the difference in final pieces. If the appearance and feel of
greener print is similar to that of traditional print than it only
makes logical sense to go with the greener option and not only
for monetary reasons.

STEVEORAMA  Graphic Artist & Designer, SteveOramA Graphics

Smarter, yes. If print did not evolve in today's ever-complex
environment, it would have gone the way of the dinosaurs. These
value-added benefits can provide a dynamic solution for marketing
and advertising.

THOMAS BERGERON  Owner/Designer, Thomas Bergeron Design

I'm not sure “smarter” is the right phrase I’d use, but print is
learning some new communication skills. Some may stick, some
are destined to go the way of the Dodo.

JEFF SMITH  Co-Creative Director, Smith/Walker Design

Print is getting smarter. Personalization is something we all relate
to so having something with your name on it really speaks volumes.

SHELLY MILLER  Graphic Designer, Keenan & Associates
Print is getting smarter. Printing can be used as a viable vehicle

IS PRINT GETTING SMARTER AND MORE SUSTAINABLE?
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that other mediums cannot achieve. Whether it is a marketing
vehicle to lead the prospect or consumer to the web or other
electronic medium.

RICK SHAFFER  Creative Manager, Flight Options

We are located in a paper mill town, Wisconsin Rapids, WI, and
are first hand witness to the changes mills and printers have
made over the years to caring about the environment.

MARY SCHILL  Art Director/Owner, Forte Design

No longer must we produce large runs that become outdated
before the run is used up. Pieces that can be personalized and
use QR, etc, tend to combine print and interactive and produce
a more immediate action.

EDWARD KNIGHT  President, Communications Art & Design

Print is smarter but at the same time there is still a lot of room for
improvement. Not necessarily in design specific environments,
such as a design firm, or smaller company truly focused on
being as efficient and cost effective as possible. But more like the
stuff that is printed for the masses. So much of that is unneces-
sary and so much is still being wasted in this day and age.

ERIC WOOD  Designer, Team Simson Racing Products

I have always felt that paper companies have done a great job in
replanting what they take down, but now with everything going
'green' these days, I feel they are doing more to improve their
green manufacturing as well.

LAUREN KRANAK  Designer, Think Tank Studio

Digital creativity ... its all about personalizing ... social media. 
It has to get smarter. The youngsters are changing and driving
this whole thing.

PEGGY DENTON  Freelance Graphic Designer, Design 9 Creative

Print is getting smarter and more sophisticated but so is the
audience for print. Personalization can’t just be “Hello Jane Doe!”
on a postcard. There has to be a personal connection between
the sender and the receiver that's more than just data. Print also
has to keep up with the quick response time of online ads and
social media.

WENDY RUYLE  Co-owner, 5 by 5 Design  

In my personal experience, I've increased the use of QR codes in
the past two years. Targeting is also something that is increasingly
important depending on the type of project you are working on.

SHARON METZUNG
Publications & Graphics Manager, Lake Metroparks

With all the data that can be gathered from social media and
analytic tools it would be foolish to not target your audience. No
only does it help strengthening a brand but it helps consumers
feel important by offering customized solutions.

SARAH BINION
Senior Graphic Designer, The Marco Consulting Group
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On this question, our generally confident audience was less
surefooted. As you will see, there are at least four schools
of thought reflected in the survey comments. First, print
design will continue to prosper because designers are
increasingly adept at utilizing print in ways that comple-
ment and enhance integrated marketing programs. Second,
print’s role will diminish because the technological, cultural
and generational digital wave will relegate it to a backwater
option. Yet a third school contends that the future of print
will be cyclical: print and paper will, periodically, rise and
fall, be ignored and rediscovered, be disdained as old-
fashion and be revealed anew as fresh and powerful. And
a fourth strain of thought: I can’t even decide what to have
for lunch, so I’m not going to speculate about 50 years
from now! One point clearly has achieved a consensus
across the board: in the future, printed pieces will stand
out — they’ll be appreciated and valued — because they
will be more rare. This will imbue in them heightened
potential and power for sophisticated and important mes-
saging that requires emotional connection, authenticity
and permanence.

Young designers and marketers brought up in the primarily digital
world always will be looking for an edge, for something different.
The value of print promotion will be (re)discovered continually
by the brightest, and re-imagined to fit current strategies and
thinking. All the weapons in one’s arsenal today make for really
exciting potential now, and in the near future.

DAVID HLEBCAR
Owner/Creative Director, FBN Strategic Creative Services

Social media marketing is the new kid in town. Everyone wants to
be a part of it. This excitement over the new medium has led to a
drop in demand for printing services. Once the excitement dies
down, and marketers realize they can use print in conjunction
with their online campaigns, the demand for print should begin
to rebound.

PAUL E. TRIVILINO  Owner, Paul Trivilino Design

Print will always play a role in a number of marketing and personal
design arenas. Printed pieces lend to legacy more than its
electronic counterparts. The pieces you wish to cherish and
review may include electronic elements but will be encapsulated
in print, too.

AMY JACKSON  Creative Services Manager, RamQuest, Inc. 

Print will have the same role or a greater one. Online is not always
available or something that you treasure through the years.
People don’t have a collection of websites hanging on their wall
or in their library for reference or enjoyment. When I am looking
for a visual idea for a design I have a picture or art technique in
my mind that i saw years ago and know it was in a specific book
that I pull our to look at again.

SHER SESTER  Professional Licensing Artist

Artistic Designs Group and Sher's Studio
I would love to say that the role of print and paper will increase
in the next 5, 10, 50 years. I suppose if we're heading toward a
more digital world, then well designed pieces that take into
account quality printing and appropriate paper stock will really
stand out in a crowd. These signature pieces will make a bold
impact to the intended audience. Just like print, digital can be
well designed or poorly designed. But when a printed piece is
well designed, it exudes the quality of the brand. The look, feel,
smell, weight, and size of a printed piece all add to the overall
brand impression and value — this is the true cherry on top.

ELIZABETH GRISWOLD
Graphic Design Director, MSA Architects

Print and paper may have a reduced role, but I believe it will still
have an important — and very personal — role in the years ahead.
I can open up and read a book that belonged to my great grand-
father, but the same can't be said about various electronically
and digitally formatted information that has become — or will
become — obsolete. Paradoxically, what was once considered
ephemeral may become valued for its longevity.

DANIEL GREEN  Lead Graphic Designer, Foth

If print media is going to be around in 50 years, it's going to be
because it works as a complement to digital media. It picks up
some of the areas digital media lacks and vice versa.

J.R. CAINES  Freelance Graphic Designer, Caines Design

I don’t think anyone can look ahead 50 years with any accuracy,
but 5 or 10 years from now print will still have a place. Designers
need to be familiar with print’s benefits — those who think it is
arcane and old fashioned and leave it out of the mix are missing
the boat for their clients.

JEFF SMITH  Co-Creative Director, Smith/Walker Design

Print and paper will still be with us in 50 years, but used in differ-
ent, more personalized ways. Mass media will be almost exclusively
electronic. Print will likely be used for minimalist packaging and
to convey high-end and artistic marketing approaches.

LAURA MONTGOMERY WAAG
Creative Director, Sidedoor Studio 

I believe no matter 5, 10 or even 50 years from now there will
always be a need for printing on paper. As technology moves
faster than the speed of light so will ideas about how to impress
using just a single sheet of paper. I hope to be around to see the
progression and the uniqueness of it all. Print may become the
hottest commodity around.

LOLITA WESTBROOK  Senior Graphic Designer

How I have observed trends changing, I feel the process will go
full circle. I don't think print will ever go away, simply because the
web and multimedia can’t recreate certain emotions print can.
Print may slow down, but I think there will always be the purist,
just like the whole vinyl trend in records coming back.

ERIC WOOD  Designer, Team Simson Racing Products

5 years: advancement in new techniques for inks and how they
are applied. 10 years: luminescent papers and inks for an industry
at night. Modern version of Glow in the dark without battery
source. 50 years: Paper will be digitalized so that one can merely
touch the page and increase font and graphics as fiber optics
becomes interwoven in paper fiber.

DAN MCELHATTAN III
Executive Creative Director/Owner
Brandltd.com and M3 Advertising Design

With the younger generation growing up with smart technology
and schools replacing books with iPads, I don't think print and
paper will be as mainstream as they have been. Paper and print
will become more a statement of luxury and uniqueness.

SUSAN KELLEY Creative Director, kelley|fortuno marketing design

When I started as a young graphic designer in 1974, I had no idea
that computers would revolutionize the graphic design and type-
setting industries. Who knows where we will be in 50 years! But
in 5 or 10 years, I think print will remain a tangible part of
graphic design. But as generations get further away from paper
and rely more on electronic forms of media, communications on
paper may become obsolete.

ROBYN BROOKS  Owner, Brooks Design

I’m unsure about the exact role of print, but I can guarantee it
will still be around. Especially all the custom texture printing and
custom die cut pieces that are more than promotional pieces for
there businesses but mini works of art.

MARY SCHILL  Art Director/Owner, Forte Design

The successful integration of 3D printing with traditional print
will be key.

JUSTIN LAWLER  Owner/Creative Director, The Creative Bar

Look at how our printing has evolved to more color, target specific
runs, and a wider choice of printing. Regretfully, there are those
who lack wisdom to understand the value of print communication
and see it as a place to cut in a budget.

GLENN HAUGH  
Graphic Designer, Haugh of Haw Design & Prepress

Probably less but more special. Printed pieces will be keep-
sakes, something to be treasured and used regularly. In the near
future, packaging and POP are the future of print. Until we get
to the point where we bring our own bottles, cans, and bags to
the store, packaging will need to be printed.

WENDY RUYLE  Co-Owner, 5 by 5 Design

Print will continue to evolve and integrate with other communi-
cations as technology advances, but I don't see it in terms of
more or less usage. In one word: different.

FRANCIS SHIMANDLE
Owner, Creative Director, Shimandle Marketing and Design

Print may be used very sparingly on paper for special upscale
projects, as more info goes online or perhaps is downloaded
straight to chips in our head...

MALLE WHITAKER  The Design Workshop 

Print in hard copy will be in the past. People like faster better
and more convenience. By this time everyone will be online
communicating and getting their info. By this time we won't be
holding any hard copy or tablets. We will be wearing devices
that communicate ... you know like something on your wrist and
of course the glasses that do everything!

PEGGY DENTON  Freelance Graphic Designer, Design 9 Creative

Print and paper will continue to be one of the valuable tools in a
designer's tool box. We must use it in conjunction with online
options to complement each other and build a stronger brand.

HOLLY HAGEN  Marketing Director, Dever Designs

Personally, I think print is on the way out. Not in 5 yrs, or 10,
but in 50 ... and this is a little weird, but ... I think paper will
be used largely by the rich and the poor. The wealthy people and
companies will use luxurious heavy papers to impress each other,
while thin pulp paper will be used by people who can't afford
the e-paper products and video kiosks and video displays for
their advertising. I think it's entirely possible that in 50 years,
the average person will have virtually no contact with paper ...
except as toilet tissue.

MICHELLE R. GAWE  Graphic Designer, Black Cat Art & Graphix

It's highly likely that print will diminish over the years. It could
become the next wave of fine art rather than ROI-based marketing.
And that's the million-dollar question. Will print be able to have
a viable ROI vs digital mediums? The outcome isn’t looking
good, even with the advancement of digital printers.

THOMAS BERGERON  Owner/Designer, Thomas Bergeron Design

I have no idea. Technology is changing so fast that I can barely
keep up. 5 to 10 years from now, who knows? Who foresaw 3D
printing 10 years ago?

EDWARD KNIGHT  President, Communications Art & Design

Fewer magazines and newspapers in print with the rest of print
projects about the same. We'll always need to brochures and
business cards to hand out at events.

KATHY PORTER  Owner, Rose Creative Studio

There’ll be less print as we discover more creative avenues for
our clients to advertise their brand. And it will be different in terms
of print and paper becoming just one of the many components
for advertising, and large campaigns.

JASON SWISHER  Commercial Artist, SwiSh Design

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF PRINT?




